Rhodopsin is a G protein-coupled receptor (GPCR), in which retinal chromophore acts as inverse-agonist or agonist depending on its configuration and protonation state. Photostimulation of rhodopsin results in a pH-dependent equilibrium between the active state (Meta-II) and its inactive precursor (Meta-I). Here, we monitored conformational changes of rhodopsin using a fluorescent probe Alexa594 at the cytoplasmic surface, which shows fluorescence increase upon the generation of active state, by single-molecule measurements.
INTRODUCTION
Rhodopsin, the photoreceptor protein of retinal rod cells, is a member of G proteincoupled receptors (GPCRs) (1) . GPCRs are ubiquitous membrane proteins with a seven transmembrane structure, which respond to a variety of stimuli. Unlike most GPCRs, which are activated by diffusible ligands, rhodopsin has a covalently bound retinal as an intrinsic ligand, which also functions as a light absorbing chromophore. Light absorption causes the isomerization of the inverse agonist 11-cis-retinal into the agonist all-trans-retinal (2) , resulting in the formation of the active state of rhodopsin (3) . In spite of the uniqueness of rhodopsin, recent progress in X-ray crystallography has revealed that the agonist-induced conformational change of rhodopsin, which involves an outward movement of helix VI, is similar to that of other GPCRs (4) (5) (6) (7) . Therefore, understanding the mechanisms of conformational changes that lead to the activation of rhodopsin could provide a new paradigm for the signaling mechanism of GPCRs.
The snapshots of resting and activated structures of GPCRs presented by X-ray crystallographic studies have provided valuable insights into the activation mechanisms of GPCRs. However, the analysis focusing on the conformational dynamics would be essential to better understand the activation mechanism of rhodopsin (8) (9) (10) (11) . In the present work, we explored the conformational dynamics of individual receptor molecules by single-molecule analysis.
Single-molecule analysis using total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy (TIRFM) has been successfully applied to analyses of intra-molecular conformational changes (12, 13) as well as inter-molecular interactions (14) (15) (16) . Unlike bulk measurements, single-molecule analysis of individual molecules provides direct information about the kinetics of forward and backward reactions in an equilibrium mixture. Here we used single-molecule detection to directly monitor the conformational fluctuations between active and inactive states of rhodopsin.
Activation of vertebrate rhodopsin proceeds through the formation of an equilibrium mixture of the active state Meta-II and its inactive precursor Meta-I, which have characteristic absorption spectra owing to the protonation state of the retinal chromophore (17) . Because the retinal chromophore also acts as the ligand, the protonation state of the retinal is commonly used as proxy to monitor the formation of the active state. However, crystal structures of active state of rhodopsin and other GPCRs indicate that large conformational changes occur at the cytoplasmic surface away from the ligand-binding site. In agreement with this notion, a previous study reported that Alexa594 immobilized at Cys316 on cytoplasmic helix VIII of bovine rhodopsin is sensitive to the generation of G protein activating state (Meta-II) (18) .
In the present work, we examined the conformational dynamics of opsin (the ligand-free rhodopsin), dark-state rhodopsin (resting state containing 11-cis-retinal), as well as photoactivated rhodopsin (equilibrium mixture of Meta-I and Meta-II) by single-molecule fluorescence measurements of Alexa594 bound to Cys316. Our single-molecule analyses strongly suggest that a rhodopsin molecule intrinsically adopts a conformational equilibrium between active and inactive conformations, which is regulated by the presence/absence, configuration, or the protonation state of the retinal chromophore.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sample preparation.
Bovine rod outer segments (ROS) were isolated from bovine retinas, and rhodopsin in ROS was labeled with Alexa594 as described previously (18) . Rhodopsin labeled with Alexa594 (Rh/Alexa594) was solubilized by OG/asolectin buffer (60 mM n-octyl-β-Dglucoside, 1 mg/mL asolectin, 50 mM HEPES, 140 mM NaCl, pH 7.5) and purified by concanavalin A-Sepharose. The purity of rhodopsin achieved by our protocol was assessed by the optical purity index (Abs 280 /Abs 500 ) of the unlabeled rhodopsin sample purified by this method, and it was typically 1.88 (Fig. S1b) . The molar ratio of rhodopsin and Alexa594 in the purified Rh/Alexa594 sample was 1:0.98 based on the visible absorption spectra (Fig.  S1b) .
Purified Rh/Alexa594 sample, in which the molar ratio of asolectin and Rh/Alexa594 was 1300:1, was dialyzed against 500 volumes of dialysis buffer containing 140 mM NaCl and 50 mM MES (pH 6.0), 50 mM MOPS (pH 7.0), 50 mM HEPES (pH 8.0), or 50 mM CHES (pH 9.0) at 4°C in the dark for 36 hr with six buffer exchanges.
Opsin was prepared by photo-bleaching of Rh/Alexa594 in the presence of 50 mM NH 2 OH. For TIRFM imaging of the dark-state, photoisomerization of the chromophore by excitation laser was prevented by using a retinal analog in which C 11 =C 12 double bond is locked in cis configuration by a 7-membered ring (7m-Ret) (19, 20) . Rh/Alexa594 regenerated with this retinal analogue (7m-Rh/Alexa594) was also purified and incorporated into asolectin liposomes.
To suppress the light-induced conformational change, Rh/Alexa594 was incorporated into 1,2-dimyristoyl-phosphatidylcholine (DMPC) liposomes, in which conformational change is arrested at Meta-I stage (21) . For control experiments, Rh/Alexa594 in asolectin liposome was denatured by incubating it at 90°C for 3 min. Suspensions of liposomes were centrifuged (20,400g, 20 min) and the unprecipitated liposomes in the supernatant, which contained a small number of pigment or opsin molecules, were subjected to the single-molecule analysis. Bovine rod G protein (transducin), was extracted from irradiated bovine rod outer segment membranes by adding GTP, and purified by DEAE Toyopearl 650S (Tosoh) column chromatography (22) .
Spectrophotometry.
Absorption spectra were recorded using a Shimadzu UV2450 spectrophotometer. Fluorescence spectra were recorded with a Shimadzu RF-5300PC spectrofluorometer. To maintain the sample temperature at 6°C, an optical cell holder was connected to a Neslab RTE-7 temperature controller. The sample was irradiated with light from a 1 kW tungsten halogen lamp (Rikagaku Seiki) that had been passed through a glass cutoff filter (Y52, Toshiba). Alexa594 bound to rhodopsin was excited at 605 nm. Time-course of fluorescence changes of Alexa594 were recorded at 630 nm.
G protein activation assay.
GDP/GTPγS exchange by G protein transducin was examined by a radionucleotide filterbinding assay (22) . All procedures were carried out at 0°C. Reaction mixtures (~125 nM pigment, 600 nM G protein, 50 mM MOPS, 140 mM NaCl, 2.25 mM MgCl 2 , 1 mM DTT, 2 μM GDP, pH 7.0) were kept in the dark or irradiated with light generated by a 1 kW tungsten halogen lamp and Y52 filter for 30 s. The GDP/GTPγS exchange reaction was then initiated by the addition of [ Single-molecule imaging by total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy. Fluorescence of Alexa594 was observed using an inverted microscope (TE 2000, Nikon) with a 60× oil-immersion objective (ApoTIRF 60× 1.49 NA, Nikon). Fluorescence of Alexa594 was generated by 559 nm laser (WS-0559-050, 50 mW, NTT Electronics).
Energy of the laser was reduced by neutral density filter (ND50). The images were acquired using an EMCCD camera (C9100-134, ImagEM, Hamamatsu Photonics) with a 345× EM gain. The image of 512×512 pixels were recorded with time resolution of 20 frame/sec and space resolution of 108 nm/pixel (2.5× relay lens) or 67 nm/pixel (4.0× relay lens). To prevent photobleaching of Alexa594 fluorophore, 2-mercaptoethanol and Trolox (6-hydroxy-2,5,7,8-tetramethylchroman-2-carboxylic acid) were added to the sample at the final concentrations of 5% (w/v) and ~1 mM, respectively. The sample dish was maintained at 6°C with an air-cooling device (Peltier-4, Taisei Denki). All sample manipulations were performed under dim red light.
Data analyses.
Time course of fluorescence intensity was obtained from TIRFM images by using ImageJ.
Fluorescence intensity steps were detected by a laboratory-written analytical program based on hidden Markov model (23, 24) developed by LabVIEW (National Instruments). All statistical and kinetic analyses were performed with IGOR Pro 6 (WaveMetrics).
RESULTS
Preparation of asolectin liposomes containing rhodopsin labeled by Alexa594
In order to monitor the light-induced conformational change of rhodopsin, rhodopsin was labeled by Alexa594 at Cys316 on cytoplasmic helix VIII (Rh/Alexa594) (18) . The optical purity index (Abs 280 /Abs 500 ) of unlabeled rhodopsin sample prepared by our method was typically 1.88, and the molar ratio of rhodopsin and Alexa594 in Rh/Alexa594 sample was estimated to be 1:0.98 based on the visible absorption spectra (Fig. S1b) . Bovine rhodopsin has two solvent-exposed Cys residues (Cys140 and Cys316), which are potentially labeled by Alexa594 (18) . However, the binding efficiency for Cys140 is substantially lower than that for Cys316. Taken together, Alexa594 in our preparation is virtually homogeneous and the effect of contaminant was not taken into consideration.
Alexa594 immobilized at Cys316 shows fluorescence increase upon the generation of G protein activating state (Meta-II) (18) . We prepared asolectin liposomes containing Rh/Alexa594 to disperse molecules for single-molecule analysis. Electron microscopy of these liposomes showed that our preparation was uniform and relatively small (diameter = ~70 nm, Fig. S1a ). Importantly, asolectin liposomes reproduced the membrane environment of native rod outer segment (ROS) membranes, as evidenced by the pH dependent equilibrium of Meta-I/Meta-II, which is a sensitive indicator of the membrane environment (17, 25) . Fig. S1c clearly shows that the pH-dependent Meta-I/Meta-II equilibrium observed in ROS membranes was preserved in asolectin liposomes, with Meta-II formation favored at lower pH having a pK a of 6.5 (25, 26) . We also compared the fluorescence changes observed during photo-activation of Rh/Alexa594 in asolectin liposomes and ROS membranes. As shown in Figs. S1d and S1e, the fluorescence increase upon light irradiation of Rh/Alexa594 and its pH dependency were very similar between asolectin liposomes and ROS membranes. These findings indicate that Rh/Alexa594 incorporated into asolectin liposomes was suitable for studying the conformational change of rhodopsin by singlemolecule analysis. The increase in the amount of Meta-II in the Meta-I/Meta-II equilibrium correlates well with the increase in Alexa594 fluorescence, indicating that Meta-II is mainly in a high fluorescence state, whereas dark state and Meta-I are mainly in a low fluorescence state (see below). On the other hand, fluorescence increase was reduced in DMPC liposomes, where the conformational change of photoactivated rhodopsin is arrested at Meta-I stage ( Fig. S1f) . At all pH, the fluorescence intensity was reduced in the presence of hydroxylamine, which converts Meta-I and Meta-II into retinal oxime and opsin ( Fluorescence intensity steps were detected by using a laboratorywritten program based on a hidden Markov model (black line). See also Movie S1.
Fluorescence intensity of single Rh/Alexa594 molecule
It has been reported that rhodopsin has a significant tendency to form dimers in proteoliposomes (27, 28) . Therefore, we examined the fluorescence intensity of a single Alexa594 molecule bound to rhodopsin to discriminate between monomers and oligomers.
The histogram of the maximum fluorescence intensity (I 2 in Figs. 1b and 1c) was constructed from the time course of fluorescent spots (Fig. 2a) . As each spot may contain one, two, or more Rh/Alexa594 molecules, the histogram was fitted with a sum of three Gaussian functions having stepwise mean values as follows:
where I is a maximum fluorescence intensity of each spot, μ is the mean intensity for a single molecule, A i (i=1, 2, 3) is the frequency at iμ, and iσ 2 is the variance of each distribution.
Using Eq. 1, the histogram of the maximum fluorescence intensity was fitted with mean 
intensity μ=154 for a single molecule. Furthermore, the last fluorescence decrease, corresponding to the photobleaching of the last Alexa594 molecule in each fluorescent spot was examined. Since the photobleaching of Alexa594 in F high (Fig. 1b) and F low (Fig. 1c) occurred, the histograms of the last fluorescence decrease were separately constructed (Figs. 2b and 2c, respectively). In addition, histogram for the fluorescent spots which were photobleached before the fluorescence alternation was constructed, where we could not determine which state of Alexa594 photobleached (Fig. 2d) . These histograms showed the single Gaussian distributions with μ=160, 126, and 145 (Figs. 2b-2d, respectively) . The good agreement between μ of maximum intensity (Fig. 2a) and the photobleaching of F high (Fig. 2b) confirmed that most of the spots in asolectin liposomes originated from single Rh/Alexa594 molecules. Since μ varied between the measurements, we chose the spots having the maximum intensity (I 2 ) of µ ± half width half maximum ( √2 ln 2 √2 ln 2 ) for further analysis. The histograms of the photobleaching of F high and F low showed that μ of F low (-126) was ~80% of that of F high (-160) (Figs. 2b and 2c ). This is consistent with the ratio of the fluorescence increases for formation of Meta-II (pH 6) and Meta-I (pH 9) in bulk fluorescence measurement (Fig. S1d) , showing the consistency between the bulk measurement and the single-molecule measurement. The histograms of difference fluorescence intensity (e.g. I 1 -I 2 for t 1 and t 3 , and I 2 -I 1 for t 2 and t 4 in Fig. 1b) were constructed, in which the difference fluorescence intensities were normalized by the maximum fluorescence intensity of each spot (Figs. 2e-g ). Thus the abscissa of these histograms shows the difference intensities relative to the maximum intensity of each spot. The difference intensity histogram of photoactivated rhodopsin (Fig. 2e) was fitted with the sum of two mirror-imaged pairs of Gaussian functions as follows:
where ΔI is the relative difference intensity, μ i is the mean difference, A i is the frequency at μ i , and σ i is the standard deviation of the ith distribution. The results demonstrated that the difference intensity histogram of photo-activated rhodopsin was well fitted with Eq. 2 (μ 1 =0.304 and μ 2 =0.167) (Fig. 2e ).
To examine whether or not these fluorescence changes were derived from conformational changes of rhodopsin, denatured rhodopsin and free Alexa594 molecules in solution were subjected to the same TIRFM imaging and analyses (Figs. 2f and 2g) . The difference intensity histogram of denatured Rh/Alexa594 was fitted with a single mirror-imaged pair of small Gaussian curves (μ=±0.344) (Fig. 2f) . Similar pair of small Gaussian peaks were observed in the histogram of free Alexa594 molecules (μ=±0.377) (Fig. 2g ). These components (noise component) likely originate from the instrumental noise and/or intrinsic fluorescence fluctuation of Alexa594, and represent the false-detection rate of conformational change in our experimental setup and analytical software. Therefore, the smaller peaks of photo-activated rhodopsin (μ 1 =±0.304) correspond to the noise components, whereas greater ones (μ 2 =±0.167) were derived from the conformational changes (Fig. 2e) . It should be noted that the frequency at ΔI=~0 is almost 0 because small fluorescence changes were hardly detected by our program based on hidden Markov model. While hidden Markov model provided the most likely number of states (~3.5 states including bleached state in average), we assumed two conformational states (F high and F low ) because the fluorescence changes from the conformational changes were expressed by a single mirror-imaged pair of Gaussian curves at μ 2 =±0.167.
Duration time after fluorescence increase or decrease in photo-activated rhodopsin
The above results showed that the Gaussian distributions of fluorescence changes at μ=±0.167 for photo-activated rhodopsin (Fig. 2e) were due to conformational changes. In order to kinetically characterize the conformational equilibrium, we next extracted changes with difference intensity (ΔI) of µ ± half width half maximum (0.167±0.058). We estimated the duration time of each conformation of photo-activated rhodopsin (e.g. t 1 -t 0 , t 3 -t 2 , and t 5 -t 4 for F high , t 2 -t 1 and t 4 -t 3 for F low in Fig. 1b) , and constructed a probability histogram of duration times (d) of F low and F high with a bin-width of 100 ms (Figs. 3a-3d) . Assuming an exponential decay of F low and F high with rate constants of k low and k high , respectively, duration time histograms for F low and F high can be expressed with a single-exponential function with k low and k high as follows:
where P low (d) and P high (d) are the probabilities that F low and F high are converted at d and C low and C high are amplification constants for F low and F high , respectively. Because the decay of F high is caused by the conversion from F high to F low or photobleaching of Alexa594, k high is expressed as follows:
where k high→low and k bleach are the rate constants for the conversion from F high to F low and photobleaching of Alexa594, respectively. Similarly, k low is expressed as follows:
Duration time histograms were fitted with Eq. 3 to obtain k low and k high . Using k bleach obtained by the single-exponential fitting of the histogram of the fluorescence retention time (e.g. t 5 -t 0 in Fig. 1b) , k high→low and k low→high were calculated (Table S1 ). Rate constants for conformational changes (k low→high or k high→low ) were obtained according to Eqs. 4 and 5 (Table S1 ). (e) pH dependency of k low→high (red) and k high→low (blue). (f) pH dependency of the ratio of F high (blue square) and Meta-II (red circle). The ratio of Meta-II was determined by UV-visible absorption measurements. Data were fitted with a Henderson-Hasselbalch equation ( H ). pK a was 7.16 for Meta-I/Meta-II (red), and 6.98 for F low /F high (blue).
The pH-dependency of k high→low and k low→high are shown in Fig. 3e . Using these values, the pH-dependency of the ratio of F high was calculated (Table S1) , which is consistent with the result of bulk fluorescence measurement. The profile of the pH-dependency is similar to that of the ratio of Meta-I and Meta-II estimated by UV-visible absorption spectroscopy, indicating that F low and F high essentially correspond to Meta-I and Meta-II, respectively. However, they showed a small but notable deviation at pH <6 and considerable differences at pH >8 (Fig. 3f) . UV-visible absorption measurement monitors the protonation state of the Schiff base linkage, while Alexa594 at Cys316 is sensitive to the conformation around the cytoplasmic surface. Because Meta-I is favored at higher pH, greater fraction of F high than that of Meta-II at pH >8 suggests that Meta-I is in a mixture of F high and F low . These results suggest that, Meta-I which has a protonated Schiff base linkage can partially adopt an active (open) conformation. Similarly, the small deviation between F low /F high and Meta-I/Meta-II at pH <6 suggests that Meta-II, in which the Schiff base linkage is deprotonated, partially adopts an inactive (close) conformation.
Previous analyses have proposed an activation sequence consisting of an equilibrium between Meta-I and multiple states of Meta-II (Meta-II a , Meta-II b and Meta-II b H + ) (29, 30 
Correlation between frequencies of conformational changes and G protein activation efficiencies
Bulk fluorescence measurements showed that fluorescence intensities of dark-state rhodopsin and opsin are significantly smaller than that of photo-activated rhodopsin (Fig.  S1d) . However, opsin (32) (33) (34) (35) or constitutively active mutants of rhodopsin (36-38) have low G protein activation efficiency, suggesting that dark-state rhodopsin and opsin could generate G protein activating state with low frequency. Therefore, we analyzed the fluorescence changes of dark-state rhodopsin and opsin in single molecules, to assess the possible conformational equilibrium.
Because the excitation laser for TIRFM caused the photolysis of rhodopsin, the C 11 =C 12 double bond of the chromophore was fixed in the 11-cis configuration by the 7-membered ring retinal (7m-Ret) (19, 20) for the measurements of the dark-state rhodopsin (7m-Rh) (Fig.4a, inset) . It is possible that the structural constraint of ring retinal influences the conformation or dynamics of rhodopsin. However, 7-membered ring is relatively flexible, and the circular dichroism of the chromophore of 7m-Rh is similar to that of native rhodopsin (20) . In addition, the absorption spectrum of 7m-Rh is also similar to native rhodopsin. These findings suggest that the 7m-Ret, which would function as an inverse-agonist, is accommodated to the chromophore binding pocket similarly to the native 11-cis-retinal. The time courses of fluorescence intensity for 7m-Rh and opsin were obtained by TIRFM images and analyzed in the same manner as that for photo-activated rhodopsin to generate the respective intensity change histograms (Figs. 4a and 4d ). In addition, the photo-activated rhodopsin in DMPC liposome, in which conformational change is arrested at the Meta-I stage (Fig. S1f, inset) (21) , was also analyzed (Fig. 4b) . The bulk fluorescence measurement showed that the fluorescence increase upon the formation of Meta-I in DMPC liposomes was ~5% (Fig. S1f) . This value is significantly smaller than that of Meta-I in asolectin liposomes (~10%, Fig. S1d, pH 9) , indicating that the conformational equilibrium of Meta-I in DMPC liposomes (Meta-I DMPC ) is biased to F low as compared to that in asolectin liposomes. (Figs. 4a-4e) . These difference intensity histograms were global-fitted with the sum of two mirror-imaged pairs of Gaussian functions (Eq. 2), where the parameters for the noise component (μ 1 , σ 1 and Α 1 ) were set as global variables.
The excellent result of the global fitting indicates that the quantity of the noise component was equal among the histograms in Fig. 4 . The histogram of dark-state (7m-Rh) and denatured rhodopsin agreed with the noise component which represents the frequency of false detection of conformational changes (Figs. 4a and 4e) . On the other hand, an additional Gaussian distribution was required to reproduce the histograms for opsin and Meta-I DMPC ,
indicating that conformational changes occur in these states. However, the intensity of the Gaussian distribution for conformational change of Meta-I DMPC and opsin (Figs. 4b and 4d) was significantly smaller than that of photo-activated rhodopsin (Fig. 4c) . The percentages of the occurrence of fluorescence changes derived from conformational changes of Meta-I DMPC and opsin were estimated to be 6% and 27% of total occurrence of fluorescence changes, respectively. Due to this low occurrence of conformational changes, the retention times of F low and F high of opsin and Meta-I DMPC could not be reliably estimated. However, when we compared the frequencies of fluorescence changes by calculating the summations of these histograms (Fig. 4f) , we found that the frequencies of fluorescence changes for Meta-I DMPC and opsin were significantly higher than that of the dark-state or denatured rhodopsin.
These results indicate that not only photo-activated rhodopsin but also Meta-I DMPC and opsin exhibited conformational interconversions between F low and F high . Unlike Meta-I, Meta-II, and opsin, 7m-Rh did not show fluorescence changes due to conformational changes. It is important to note that frequency of fluorescence change in each state (Fig. 4f) was consistent with the fluorescence increase observed in bulk measurements. Radionucleotide filter-binding assay showed that G protein activation efficiency of opsin was 1/100 of that of photo-activated rhodopsin in asolectin liposomes, whereas those of 7m-Rh and Meta-I DMPC were negligible (Fig. 4g ). This tendency is consistent with the frequency of fluorescence changes as well. These findings suggested that the active state (F high ) is accumulated by the increase of k low→high rather than the decrease of k high→low (see Discussion).
DISCUSSION
In this study, we observed the conformational changes of single rhodopsin molecules using Alexa594 as a fluorescent probe. We first monitored the conformational dynamics in single photo-activated rhodopsin molecules. The fluorescence intensity alternated between F high and F low , which are likely to correspond to active and inactive conformations, respectively. Such fluorescence alternation was also observed in the denatured rhodopsin and free Alexa594 molecule, implying that the fluorescence intensity steps detected by our analysis included stochastic noise and/or intrinsic fluorescence fluctuation of Alexa594 as well as conformational changes. However, the excellent result of global fitting of histograms of fluorescence changes with two mirror-imaged pairs of Gaussian distributions, in which the parameters for the noise component were global, demonstrated that the quantity of noise component was equal in all samples and the frequency of fluorescence changes derived from the conformational changes was quantitatively evaluated (Fig. 4) .
When the fluorescence spots having ΔI within 0.167 ± 0.058 were chosen in photoactivated rhodopsin in asolectin liposome (Fig. 2e) , the occurrence of fluorescence changes derived from conformational changes was significantly greater than that from noise components (Figs. 2f and 2g) . Thus the dynamics of the equilibrium between F high and F low was examined in detail for photo-activated rhodopsin. The difference between the pHdependent profile of absorption (Meta-I/Meta-II, Fig. 3f ) is +3.6 kJ/mol when the ligand is a protonated all-trans-retinal (Meta-I), whereas ΔG is -4.9 kJ/mol when the ligand is a deprotonated all-trans-retinal (Meta-II) (Fig. 5) , implying that the disruption of the ionic lock by the deprotonation of the chromophore decreases ΔG by 8.5 kJ/mol. Note that the conformation of Meta-I DMPC is biased to F low and ΔG would be greater than that for Meta-I in asolectin liposomes.
Figure 5
Activation mechanism of rhodopsin based on ligand-induced population shift. Meta-I, Meta-II, opsin and possibly dark state rhodopsin are in the equilibria between active and inactive conformations. Agonist all-trans retinal shifts the equilibrium toward active conformation by depressing ΔG, whereas inverse agonist 11-cis retinal shifts the equilibrium toward inactive conformation by elevating ΔG. Note that ΔG for Meta-I DMPC would be greater than that for Meta-I in asolectin liposomes.
We have shown that the conformational equilibrium within individual photo-activated rhodopsin molecules can be observed by single-molecule analysis. Using this method, we then measured the possible conformational equilibrium in the dark state, opsin, and Meta-I DMPC , which are thought to be single species. We found that while no fluorescence changes other than noise component were observed for the dark-state rhodopsin (containing 7m-Ret), Meta-I DMPC and opsin exhibited clear fluorescence changes, albeit with smaller frequency than photo-activated rhodopsin (Fig. 4f) . In addition, Meta-I and Meta-II in asolectin liposome are also in the equilibrium between F low and F high , as shown by the deviation of pHdependence between F low /F high and Meta-I/Meta-II (Fig. 3f) , indicating that rhodopsin molecule intrinsically adopts both active and inactive conformation. Interestingly, the frequencies of conformational changes correlated with the fluorescence increase observed in bulk measurements and the G protein activation efficiencies (Fig. 4g ). G protein activity should linearly correlate with the fraction of F high in the mixture of F low and F high ( , whereas frequency of fluorescence changes is given by the sum of frequency from F low to F high ( ) and that from F high to F low ( ). These equations imply that the fraction of F high is increased by the increase of k low→high or the decrease of k high→low , while the increases of k low→high and k high→low both result in the increase of frequency of fluorescence changes. Therefore, it is suggested that the active state (F high ) is accumulated by the increase of k low→high rather than the decrease of k high→low . Rhodopsin is locked in the inactive conformation mainly by an ionic lock between Arg134 in the conserved ERY motif (Helix 3) and Glu247 (Helix 6). It is proposed that this ionic lock is coupled with the ionic bond between protonated Schiff base of the chromophore and its counterion Glu113 (Helix 3) (39, 40) , which is replaced by the ionic bond between Glu113 and Lys296 in opsin. Our current findings of the presence of F high and F low within one species suggest that the ionic lock and chromophore are not strictly coupled. Because Alexa594 is likely to be sensitive to the disruption of the ionic lock, the rate of the disruption of the ionic lock would be regulated by the presence/absence, configuration, or the protonation state of the chromophore. FTIR experiments have suggested that opsin adopts a Meta-II-like conformation at acidic pH (pK a =4.1) (41), however the amount of active conformation would be quite low in our experimental condition (pH 6-9) (41). In addition, crystal structure of opsin was similar to that of Meta-II (42), while the structure of C-terminal ~20 amino acid residues was not resolved. These findings suggest that the conformation of F high of opsin is similar to F high of the photo-activated rhodopsin. However, the difference in the fluorescence intensities between F high and F low (mean difference intensity, μ) for opsin (μ=±0.279) was greater than that for photo-activated rhodopsin (μ=±0.171) (Figs. 4d and 4c) . This difference suggests that the difference in local conformations between F high of Meta-II and that of opsin around Cys316 may be one of the reasons why the relation between the frequency and the G protein activation efficiency was not linear. The bulk fluorescence measurements demonstrated that the fluorescence increase upon formation of opsin is ~60% of that of Meta-I (Fig. S1d , pH 9.0). If two-state equilibrium of opsin, similar to that of Meta-I, is assumed and the difference in μ is taken into consideration, ΔG of opsin is calculated to be ~6 kJ/mol (Fig. 5) .
Unlike Meta-I, Meta-II, and opsin, fluorescence alternation due to the conformational changes was not observable for dark-state rhodopsin (7m-Rh). This suggests that conformational conversion to F high is suppressed by binding to 11-cis-retinal which functions as an inverse agonist. It is known that the extremely low G protein activation efficiency of dark state rhodopsin accounts for the low dark noise of rod cells so as to function as a single photon detector. Low G protein activation efficiency of the dark state rhodopsin is explained by the low rate of thermal isomerization of the chromophore, but it would be also caused by the suppression of the generation of F high .
Our current results demonstrate that the conformational dynamics between F low and F high is essential for the activation and inactivation of rhodopsin. The retinal chromophore changes its potency from inverse-agonist to agonist through photo-isomerization. In agreement with the potency of the ligand, the ΔG between active and inactive conformations is changed and the equilibrium is shifted (Fig. 5) . The ligand-induced population shift during the activation process of rhodopsin substantiates the conceptual two-state model which can explain characteristic biological responses of GPCRs to several pharmacologically distinguishable ligands (43) (44) (45) (46) .
The present single-molecule study successfully monitored the dynamics within individual rhodopsin molecules and quantitatively analyzed these conformational equilibria.
Accumulated evidence about crystal structures of GPCRs revealed that the helical arrangements of active and inactive conformations in rhodopsin are similar to those in other GPCRs. The present single-molecule analysis using a fluorophore-labeled receptor molecule is applicable to the evaluation of conformational fluctuation of active and inactive states in a variety of GPCRs. Further combination of these two techniques would accelerate extending the theoretical framework of activation to better explain drug behavior.
SUPPORTING MATERIAL
Characterization of Rh/Alexa594 in ROS membrane, asolectin liposome, and DMPC liposome ( Figure S1 ), false detections of fluorescence change points ( Figure S2 ), kinetic parameters (Table S1) , and typical TIRFM images and fluorescence time courses (Movie S1) are available at http://www.biophysj.org/biophysj/supplemental/......
FIGURE S2
Examples of manual removal of false detections. The fluorescence intensity steps were detected using a laboratory-written program based on a hidden Markov model (blue lines). However, some of traces included radical fluorescence changes that were likely derived from artifactual factors other than conformational changes, such as fluorophore blinking and migration of liposome (e.g. left top). In addition, frequent tiny fluorescence changes were detected in the noisy fluorescence traces containing no large fluorescence changes (e.g. right top). In some cases, one-step fluorescence change was recognized as two-step change (e.g. middle top). These "false detections" were excluded by removing short-lived changes that lasted for less than 5 frames and then by manually removing detections caused by noisy data (green lines). However, false detections could not be completely removed, and the remainder is observed as the shared noise component contained in the frequency histograms of the fluorescence changes (Figs. 2e-g and 4a-e). 
